
 

Industrile Windows 2000 legacy applicatie pc (3.600 EUR)

Locatie Zeeland, Burgh-Haamstede
https://www.advertentiex.nl/x-1816637-z

Prijs is inclusief 21% btw.

Industrial grade legacy PC Intel 450 MHz.

Clean, tested, industrial grade legacy application pc with reliable Asus motherboard (with premium
branded Japanese electrolytic capacitors), new reliable be quiet! power supply, Intel CPU (which can be
underclocked or overclocked if necessary), new Cooler Master CPU cooler, new Kingston ECC memory,
new Kingston SSD, new Mitsumi 3.5'' disk drive, new Lite-On CD-RW drive, new MSI NVIDIA
graphics card and USB A ports for easy exchange of files.

80 PLUS Gold efficiency rated power supply = lower power consumption and lower operating costs

Equipped with an ISA slot, PCI slots and an AGP slot.

Installed with Windows 2000 Professional SP4 in English and all necessary drivers. Product key included.

Equipped with a VGA output so it can display a nice picture on a 4:3 flatscreen monitor (available as an
option, see below).

Network interface card with 8P8C (RJ-45), AUI and BNC connectors installed.

Read and write data from and to 3.5'' diskette, CD-R, CD-RW and USB flash drive.

Read data from CD-ROM.

Ready for continuous 24/7 usage.

Ready to run Windows 2000 applications.

Ready to run Windows NT 4.0 applications in compatibility mode.

Ready to run Windows 9x applications in compatibility mode.
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Fits in 19'' 4U compatible rack.

Why wait until your old system fails (like some of Classic Computer Shop's customers)?

Save hours of troubleshooting, downtime and costs!

Have a spare system on stock or replace the current one.

Specifications:
 
- 4U 19'' rackmount case in black
- Bequiet! 400W 100-240V AC power supply
- Asus Intel 440BX chipset slot 1 ATX motherboard
- Intel Pentium III 450 MHz slot 1 SECC2 CPU
- Kingston 256 MB ECC SDRAM
- Mitsumi 1.44 MB FDD
- Kingston 120 GB SSD
- Lite-On 48x24x48 CD-RW drive
- Empty external 5.25'' slot
- 7x Empty internal 3.5'' drive bay
- 7x Empty internal 2.5'' drive bay
- 120 mm fan
- 2x 80 mm fan
- MSI NVIDIA Geforce MX200 32MB graphics card
- AGP 2x 3.3V slot
- 3COM network interface card
- 6x PCI slot
- 16-bit ISA slot
- Beeper
- CR2032 clock battery socket
- HD-15 VGA socket
- PS/2 keyboard port
- PS/2 mouse port
- 2x DE-9 serial connector
- DB-25 parallel socket
- 2x USB 1.1 port
- 8P8C (RJ-45) connector
- AUI socket
- BNC connector
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- Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional SP4 pre-installed

Dimensions (WxDxH): 48.5 x 49 x 18 cm

Includes accessory set with among other things keys and screws.

Included is:
- Industrial grade legacy PC Intel 450 MHz
- Accessory expansion set
- Device power grounded cable Schuko to C13 230V EU 150 cm black
 
Condition
New enclosure, new power supply, new memory, new SSD, new 3.5'' FDD, new CD-RW drive, new
graphics card, new network interface card, new CPU cooler, new case fans, new adaptors, new frames,
new cables and new clock battery. The other parts are refurbished.

Technical
This pc is tested.

During the test;
 
- Computer could be powered on several times.
 
- Computer stayed powered on for at least 4 hours.

- Computer displayed a stable, contrastful, bright, colorful, sharp and straight picture without distortions.

- POST passed all checks.

- Beeper worked.

- Computer booted to Microsoft Windows fine.

- Computer worked fine in Windows.

- Computer passed 3DMark 2001SE benchmark.

- Computer passed Memtest86.

- SSD read and wrote fine.
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- Insert and eject mechanism of disk drive worked fine.

- Disk drive read a random disk fine.

- Optical drive could be opened and closed fine.

- Optical drive read a random optical disk fine.

- Keyboard port worked fine.

- Mouse port worked fine.

- A random USB stick could be read and written fine.

- No defects and/or faults were identified.
 
- No further tests were performed.
 
Cosmetic
Please carefully view the pictures for an impression.

Including 1 year warranty on non-conformity
This is a sustainable IT solution

Nieuwe bijpassende monitor, toetsenbord en muis tegen meerprijs.
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